Following our weekly progress meeting, we offer this update for the I-95/Spanish River Boulevard Interchange construction project. Thursday, September 1, 2016 marks day 1131 of 1475.

Bridge Construction
- 13 of the 13 bridges on this project are currently under construction.
- MSE walls are being constructed.
- Bridge demolition is ongoing.

Roadway Construction
- Excavation of ponds is ongoing.
- Construction of new interchange ramps is ongoing.
- Widening, paving, and drainage operations on Yamato Road and I-95 between Glades Road and Congress Avenue are ongoing.

El Rio Trail
- The El Rio Trail is open to pedestrian traffic, dawn to dusk.

T-Rex Trail
- The T-Rex Trail is closed through December 2016; pedestrian traffic is being maintained via Technology Way.

In September 2016, the contractor anticipates to:
- Continue bridge construction.
- Pour deck on future I-95 northbound exit ramp to Yamato Road.
- Pour bridge deck on future I-95 southbound exit ramp to FAU Boulevard.
- Continue bridge demolition.
- Continue bridge and roadway construction on Spanish River Boulevard.
- Continue MSE wall construction and pile driving.
- Continue pond excavation and new interchange ramp construction.
- Continue widening of I-95.
- Work with utility partners to perform utility relocations along Yamato Road and Spanish River Boulevard.

Maintenance of Traffic
Mainline I-95 and ramp closures are ongoing, 9 p.m. until 5 a.m., Sunday through Thursday. To minimize impact to the public, no closures will be scheduled during FAU football games or other stadium events.